CRITICAL PAPER – GRADE EVALUATION SHEET

Format and Composition (ten points deducted for any missing components)
Meaningful title, your name, date and page numbers ______ / 0 Points
This Grade Sheet attached to back of paper ______ / 0 Points
Works Cited attached to back of paper ______ / 0 Points
Copies of Sources attached to back of paper ______ / 0 Points
Previous papers and Grade Sheets attached to back of paper ______ / 0 Points
Sources well documented in the text* ______ / 0 Points
Works Cited Page follows proper citation style ______ / 0 Points

Content
Clear Thesis ______ / 20 Points
Clear Expression of one side of debate ______ / 20 Points
Clear Expression of other side of debate ______ / 20 Points
Clear Assessment of the key issues ______ / 20 Points
Presentation of Evidence and Logic to support Thesis ______ / 50 Points
Clear Conclusion ______ / 10 Points
Quality of Academic Sources ______ / 10 Points

Quality of Writing (points are deducted where these fall short of standard)
Style and Prose ______ / 0 Points
Organization and Transitions ______ / 0 Points
Grammar and Spelling ______ / 0 Points

Total Paper Grade ______ / 150 Points

Additional Comments:

* Missing citations also represent plagiarism which could result in a 0/150 for this paper, or an "E" or "XE" (failure due to academic dishonesty) for the course depending on the severity. Do not use anyone else’s thoughts, ideas, or words without documenting the source.